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QUESTION 1

During security tests it becomes apparent that AEM specific paths were accessible on the publish instance, which
should not be accessible to the public. 

What is the best practice configuration on a publish dispatcher instance? 

A. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "/system/*"} 

B. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "*"} 

C. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/system/*"} 

D. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/r/*"] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A DevOps Engineer is configuring the Dispatcher to connect with AEM over SSL, and must have specific properties in
the dispatcher.any file. 

What must be set in the dispatcher.any file? 

A. The/renders item includes a property named secure of value 1. 

B. The/renders item includes a property named secure of value 0. 

C. The/renders item includes a property named ssl of value true. 

D. The/virtualhosts item includes a property named ssl of value true. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-dispatcher/using/configuring/ dispatcher-
ssl.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A DevOps Engineer configures a delay in the out of the box online backup. 

What is the result of a delay that is too large? 

A. Excessive reads of the repository occur. 

B. The backup takes more than 24 hours. 

C. The CPU usage is reduced too much. 

D. Too many file writes occur. 
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Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/sites/administering/using/backup-
andrestore.html#OnlineBackup 

 

QUESTION 4

A problem is found on an AEM instance. 

How can the DevOps Engineer enable the developers to step through the actual code that is running? 

A. Connect to the JVM using a JMX connection 

B. Start AEM with the remote debugging JVM parameter 

C. Start AEM with the debug runmode set 

D. Create an SSH tunnel to access the AEM java port 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is launching a new multinational AEM site. The new site will have a large pool of authors all over the world.
The company needs to be sure it can handle the load. 

The load requirements for the new site are as follows: 

A daily load scaling from 100 to 1000 authors Create multiple pages and live copies (including MSM rollouts) Upload
multiple images into Assets Assign 1000 tags to each new pages 

What can the DevOps Engineer do to make sure the AEM instance can handle the load? 

A. Set up a cold standby instance 

B. Use standard Cloud Manager tests 

C. Set up auto scaling 

D. Use Adobe Tough Day 2 

Correct Answer: D 
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